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The dissertation discusses the practical predicament of recovering of money and 
articles of property illegally obtained which involves the lazy attitude of law 
enforcement, difficulties and disorders in recovering. It also reveals that the defects in 
the related laws is its legal cause, and nationalism in the criminal procedure 
emphasizing the punishment to the criminals but ignoring the criminal victims’ 
interests is the deep root of the predicament. The dissertation discusses these problems 
from the angle of the criminal victims’ interests, basing on the current social and legal 
situation. Aiming at the mistakes in law enforcement and the deficiency in theoretical 
research，and incorporating the theory of criminal law, civil law, criminal procedure 
law and the legislature cases abroad, the dissertation, firstly, expounds the intension 
and extension, presentation and features of booties and bribes, demonstrates the 
limitation of the intension of its current concept, and sets forth a new definition with a 
broader intension，and explains the aims, function, measures and principles of 
recovering of moneys and articles of property illegally obtained; secondly, analyses 
the nature of recovering action and sums up the problems arising from practice, puts 
forward a feasible scheme integrating theory with practice: adding recovering of 
money and articles of property illegally obtained as a special criminal investigation 
measure, treating the booties and bribes according to the effective ruling or 
arbitrament along with the process, prosecutorial supervision, establishing the 
judicial review procedure to regulate the process of recovering booties and bribes; 
thirdly, on the issues of conflict between recovering booties and bribes and those 
obtained in good faith, the dissertation attempts to use the method of legal economic 
cost analysis to analyze the rationality of protecting victims’ interests, introduces the 
conception of relative reasonablism to realize the balance between public and 
individual interests and then puts forward a general principle to resolve related issues; 
fourthly, on the limitation of the current booties and bribes recovering system, the 
dissertation suggests that the guarantee system such as criminal bankruptcy should be 
established and perfected. This dissertation adopts the demonstrating analysis method, 














help to the practice of recovering. 
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